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meanwhile, people were outed and doxxed anyway, and were quite willing to make statements that
would hurt their opponents' careers. obviously, we dont like this kind of behaviour, and while i support
people justifiably calling out and condemning those that would engage in such, we didnt just sit around
watching and doing nothing. we hunted down the people responsible, and we made a lot of enemies in
the process. that doesnt mean we were responsible, even if we where. to assume otherwise wouldnt

make sense. the article is just pointing out things that we wherent done, and still dont want to be done
because we know its wrong. i prefer games journalism that doesnt repeat the dishonest anti-gg

narrative, or worse, try to spread that narrative without admitting its a lie. i also think that the problem is
that people refuse to talk to other games writers, and refuse to consider the views of other game writers.

i read leigh alexander about half a dozen times before i wrote the article. i also know leigh alexander,
and we talk a great deal. she has an excellent staff and its great to get a better sense of the games

industry as a whole, and ive talked to her a fair bit about gamergate, but because of her close
relationship with leigh black, some of her writing, and the attention her writing gets, shes a target for

attacks. its possible that everything i said in the article could be twisted by some right-wing publication
or blog to paint her as a left-wing extremist, which might even be true. on an even more personal scale,

sam destroff gets abusive messages from gamergate every single day, and some people respond to
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them on twitter and call him names. on days where he uses his power to condemn violence and
harassment, these people get him hatemail every single day for an indeterminate period of time, and

gamergate may very well very much take credit for this.
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